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Nearly 200,000 illegal aliens —
those new citizens will vote for liberal
52,000 of them “unaccompanied
candidates and leftist causes. It’s part
minor” children — have swarmed
of a long-term strategy to turn the
across the Southwest U.S. border in the
country into a European-style sociallast 10 months. Thousands more are
ist welfare state. Our own MRC Latino
enroute, and the costs associated with
division has documented the relentless
this crisis continue to climb. There are
push for amnesty by Telemundo and
reports now of dead immigrant children
Univision, which is on top of what’s
washing up on the banks
going on in English at
of the Rio Grande.
ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN
The White House is
and The New York
blaming Congress for not
Times.
acting on immigration
Let’s take a look at
“reform” and the liberal
some of the bias.
news media are echoAs disturbing facts
ing that talking point
about the border crisis
to protect President
emerged in June,
Barack Obama. They’re
including images of
also shielding Democrats
the unsanitary centers
As the MRC calculated, between
during an election year,
where the illegals
June 8 and July 1, ABC, CBS,
and smearing conservaare being housed,
and NBC ran 45 stories on the
border crisis, 40 of which, 89%,
tives as anti-immigrant
the liberal media
said
nothing
about
how
President
“dopes” obsessed with
obediently repeated
Obama’s pro-amnesty and
securing the border.
the White House line
essentially open-borders policies
The Media Research
that it was all the fault
were contributing to the problem.
Center is documentof Republicans for
ing, exposing, and neutralizing that
failing to pass immigration “reform.”
leftist bias every day through our Bias
As the MRC calculated, between
Alerts, NewsBusters blog, Business &
June 8 and July 1, ABC, CBS, and NBC
Media Institute, MRCTV, CNSNews.com,
ran 45 stories on the border crisis, 40
Facebook,Twitter, and with interviews
of which, 89%, said nothing about how
of our experts on talk radio and TV.
Obama’s policies contributed to the
We need your help, however, to
problem. ABC’s Jim Avila, for instance,
continue this good fight. The networks
reported that “Obama [was] calling
and cable news have billions of dollars
these crowded cells filled with young
to spend, and that’s just the tip of the
children a humanitarian crisis that can
iceberg we face given the Internet and
only be fixed by immigration reform.
social media.
... [H]e can’t wait on the Republican
We know the liberal media support
House anymore.”
Continued on page 2
amnesty for illegals because most of
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Continued from page 1

Over at CNN, pundit Sally Kohn
was lecturing, “This is not a border
crisis” because “the border is working,” but the “immigration policies
aren’t working.”
MSNBC’s Toure echoed that line
and ran cover for Obama not visiting the border, telling viewers, “The
real issue is not whether or not the
president will go to the border for
a photo op. The real issue is that
Republicans are standing in the way
of meaningful immigration reform.”
He went on to claim that conservatives were “demonizing immigrants.” His ideological twin at
the Washington Monthly, Ed Kilgore,
railed that conservatives want
Obama to “immediately ship children back across the border in cattle
cars” while “some seem to think
they should simply be shot on sight.”
When Texas Gov. Rick Perry
strongly criticized Obama, noting
that “the Constitution requires the
United States to secure the border
and we’re not doing that,” and that
“catch and release policies send
a message to people in Central
America,” the liberal media drew
their knives.
Texas shares 1,241 miles of
border with Mexico and deals with
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illegal aliens, drug smugglers, and
other violent criminals crossing over
every day. Perry has been elected
to three terms, now 13-plus years
as governor of Texas, yet CNN’s Paul
Begala dismissed him as “a demagogue and, frankly, a dope about
the issue.”
Begala prattled on that if one
were “to pick Rick Perry’s brain,
that is the very definition of slim
pickings.”
In addition to maligning the
conservative Perry, the liberal media also targeted conservatives in
Congress. CBS’s Bob Schieffer asked
pro-amnesty Sens. John McCain (RAriz.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.),
“How do you feel about being members of a body that won’t act, and a
party, on a crisis like this?”
Over at NBC’s Meet the Press,
lefty host David Gregory asked Rep.
Mike Rogers (R-MI), “Do you lament
the Republican Party’s stand on immigration reform? On an unwillingness to come together to find some
path, a path to citizenship for those
illegal immigrants here ....”
In their never-ending drive to
protect Obama from legitimate
criticism on the border crisis, the
liberal media even promoted an
illegal alien, on NBC, showcasing

how the woman, a “migrant,” is
pursuing the “dream of a new life
in America.” On NBC’s Today, they
created a Twitter handle for the
“undocumented immigrants,” upgrading them to “#RefugeRiders.”
The government claims there
are 11 million illegal aliens in the
United States but other estimates
put the number as high as 25 million. That’s a lot of potential new
voters and new recruits for the
liberal cause, which is why the
left-wing media are doing all they
can to push amnesty and protect its
advocates in the White House and
Congress from real scrutiny. As with
socialized medicine, they want to
shove it down our throats.
The MRC is battling against that
propagandistic “journalism,” holding the liberal media accountable,
and presenting the truth to the
American people. You can help us
in our mission by making a donation
to the MRC today. Give us a call at
(571) 267-3500, or visit our website
www.mrc.org. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President

Master of
Ceremonies,
the one and only
Cal Thomas

Roasting the Most Outrageously Biased Liberal Reporting

Honoring Mark Levin
Recipient of the 2014 William F. Buckley, Jr.
Award for Media Excellence

Thursday, September 25, 2014

6:00 p.m. H Reception

7:00 p.m. H Dinner and Awards

National Building Museum
401 F Street NW, Washington, DC

For Tickets and Information visit mrc.org/gala or call (800) 672-1423
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Fox’s Bill O’Reilly Uses
MRC Data to Show Liberal
Media ‘Subverting
American Democracy’
The liberal media are slanting and censoring
the news to protect President Barack Obama and
potential presidential candidate Hillary Clinton to
such a degree that they are “subverting American
democracy,” charged Fox’s Bill O’Reilly in his June
25 “Talking Points Memo,” which relied upon data
collected by Media Research Center news analysts.
Using a report from the MRC’s Senior News
Analyst Scott Whitlock, O’Reilly detailed how
the liberal media pounded New Jersey Gov. Chris
Christie, a Republican, on a story about whether he
ordered a bridge-traffic jam to punish a political
opponent. That story got 112 minutes of coverage
in its first week from ABC, CBS and NBC, on their
morning and evening news broadcasts.
By comparison, as O’Reilly noted, “when the
V.A. scandal story broke, there was no coverage
on the nightly network news broadcast for almost
two weeks. No coverage.” In addition, “When the
lost IRS email story broke, just three-and-a-half
minutes combined on all the network newscasts.
Unbelievable. That is a news blackout.”
O’Reilly also noted that the three major leftwing newspapers — New York Times, Washington
Post, and Los Angeles Times — ran 56 stories on
Christie in the first week — 56! But in the first week
of the V.A. scandal, those papers ran only 2 stories.
And the IRS-Tea Party scandal? Only 3 stories in the
first week.
That’s media bias “beyond a reasonable doubt,”
said O’Reilly. “Again, there’s no question about it.
There’s no question the major national media in
America is trying to protect President Obama and
will promote the candidacy of Hillary Clinton.”
“It is a shame that in a proud republic, in a
vibrant democracy, the American press
is so corrupt,” he concluded.
They are certainly corrupt, and
Hell-bent on forcing their liberal
agenda down the throats of all
Americans, which is why the MRC does
what it does and is a crucial force in
holding the leftist media accountable.
Thank you, Bill O’Reilly and The Factor,
for helping us to spread the word!

To watch the
clip, search:
Foxnews Video
Subverting American
Democracy June 25.
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Bits & Pieces
IRS E-mails, Shh!

Politicians recently forced to resign or
go to prison — “scandal-scarred.”
But you’d never hear “a Democrat” from the liberal media.

A Democrat?
When former New Orleans Democratic Mayor Ray Nagin was
sentenced on July 9 to 10 years in prison for corruption and bribery,
neither ABC nor CBS mentioned his political party affiliation. Similarly,
when Nagin was indicted in January 2013, neither ABC nor CBS
mentioned he was a Democrat, and those same national news networks
said nothing about his political persuasion when he was convicted in
court in February 2014.
On Nagin’s sentencing to prison, the NBC Nightly News did identify
him as the “former Democratic mayor of New Orleans”— kudos to
them. But at ABC, for instance, Diane Sawyer played the bias-byomission game: “And to New Orleans now: today, former Mayor Ray
Nagin was sentenced to ten years in prison on corruption charges — a
staggering fall from grace for the man who rose to national fame
leading his city through Hurricane Katrina.”
Such bias-by-omission is a pattern. In March 2014, none of the three
broadcast networks gave the Democratic mayor of Charlotte, Patrick
Cannon, a party label when he was arrested for corruption. In August
2013, NBC and ABC refused to attach the “D” label to Bob Filner when
he quit as mayor of San Diego after accusations he sexually assaulted
18 women. Some other scandal-scarred Democrats for whom some or
all of the broadcast networks chose to drop the party ID: New York
Governor Eliot Spitzer (forced to resign); former Detroit Mayor Kwame
Kilpatrick (now in prison); and Illinois Congressman Jesse Jackson, Jr.
(now in prison).

ABC and NBC completely ignored
a startling revelation that, while
at the IRS, Lois Lerner cautioned
her colleagues in April 2013 about
congressional searches for e-mails
and warned them to be careful
about what they wrote in e-mails.
CBS’s This Morning gave the story
19 seconds of coverage. The Lerner
e-mail, released on July 3 only because of a congressional subpoena,
partly said, “We have had several
occasions where Congress has asked
for e-mails and there has been an
electronic search for responsive
e-mails — so we need to be cautious
about what we say in e-mails.”
Congress made the e-mail public
on July 10, but the evening news at
ABC, CBS, and NBC didn’t cover it.
The next day, ABC and NBC reported
nothing, and CBS only regurgitated
what Politico had reported and
quickly moved on. The networks
continue to censor the truth about
the IRS-Tea Party scandal.

In the IRS-Tea Party scandal, new
documents show that IRS official Lois
Lerner warned her colleagues about
congressional investigators and “to be
cautious about what we say in e-mails,”
but ABC and NBC didn’t report this
startling fact.
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What Poll?
A new poll reveals that Americans rate Barack Obama as the “worst
president” since World War II, but ABC and NBC completely ignored the
poll and CBS This Morning on July 3 gave it only 21 seconds of coverage.
Imagine if George W. Bush had been ranked the worst. In its quick story,
CBS’s Anthony Mason reported, “Since World War II ended, 12 men have
been president of the United States. A new Quinnipiac University poll puts
President Obama on the bottom of that list.”
“Thirty three percent of Americans rate him as the worst president,”
said Mason. Only 13% said Nixon. Mason, no surprise, didn’t mention
that the survey also shows that 45% think America would be better off if
Romney had been elected. On MSNBC, Chuck Todd obediently spun the
poll to protect Obama, whining, “These great and worst lists, they’re
terrible ... because they always reflect the moment in time.”

A new poll shows that Americans rank Barack
Obama as the “worst president” since World
War II, but ABC and NBC said nothing and CBS
This Morning only gave the story 21 seconds
of coverage.

NYT Hypocrisy
Revealing its leftist double standard on religion, The New York Times ran a crude, full-page, anti-Catholic ad
in its July 3 edition, but back in March 2012 had rejected an ad critical of Islam, and which had been submitted in
response to an earlier anti-Catholic ad. The newest ad, from the Freedom From Religion Foundation, slammed the
“All-Male, All-Roman Catholic Majority on Supreme Court” over the Hobby Lobby ruling.
The anti-Islam ad in 2012, mimicking an anti-Catholic ad the NYT’s did publish, said, “It’s Time to Quit Islam,”
and called on “moderate” Muslims to leave Islam. In rejecting that ad, the NYT’s said, “considering the situation
on the ground in Afghanistan, now would not be a good time” to publish because it might “enflame an already hot
situation.” In other words, the NYT’s is a-okay with insulting Catholics (and aiding atheists) but they don’t dare risk
insulting Muslims.

Minibits

n ABC’s Robin Roberts hits Hillary Clinton with devastatingly brutal
questions, “You’re going to be a grandmother in the fall. Have you offered
any names to Chelsea? … Politician you’d let babysit your future grandchild?
… Game 3 of the NBA finals. Heat or Spurs? So you gotta’ go with Texas or Florida. That’s tough.” n CBS’s
Scott Pelly explains liberal GOP leader Eric Cantor’s primary loss, “Cantor had been trying to moderate the
image of the Republican Party as a party that cared about people’s needs.” n CNN’s Dana Bash, smearing
conservatives again, asks Cantor, “You are a Jewish Republican, the only Jewish Republican in the House.
Do you think that there was anti-Semitism involved in your defeat?” n MSNBC’s Chris Matthews smears
conservative Ted Cruz, again, “Ted Cruz is back at it, leading the haters of the right. With Cruz as their
ringleader, the hate wing of the Republican Party showed off a side of the party traditional Republicans
don’t want you to see.” n NBC’s Brian Williams brazenly spins to protect Obama, “Make no mistake, what’s
happening in Iraq right now is a direct outgrowth of the U.S. decision to invade
the country over a decade ago.” n MSNBC’s resident racial balkanizer Michael
Eric Dyson advises the GOP: “If they want to redeem their reputations as human
beings, I say they join the rest of us and get concerned about the least of these who
are immigrants who deserve a path to citizenship in America.” n William Devane,
who plays President Heller on 24, lets his hair down, “Obviously, I’m a big fan of
Obama, as a guy who’s smart and articulate and supposedly leading all of us. I say Dana Bash, smearing
conservatives again,
to myself, ‘What has got to be going on in the private side of this guy’s brain?’ — the asks Rep. Eric Cantor,
pressure, the racism that is thrown out — and he handles it with such dignity.” n “You are a Jewish
On the Quinnipiac poll ranking Obama as “worst president” since WWII, ABC The Republican, the only
View’s Jenny McCarthy spins, “Isn’t the sitting president always considered the Jewish Republican in the
House. Do you think that
worst president?” while guest Ana Ortiz whines that the poll was of only 1,400 there was anti-Semitism
involved in your defeat?”
people “and 73 percent of those people were white.” In other words, it’s racism.
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 Tim Graham

July 12, 2014 • Nationally Syndicated Column

Film Critics Hate: ‘America’
D

inesh D’Souza shocked the movie world in 2012
with his anti-Obama documentary “2016,” which
became the second highest-grossing documentary
in U.S. movie history. On July 2, he unveiled his new
documentary called America: Imagine the World
Without Her. It has already grossed $5 million in its first
week.. One fictional competitor, the abortion-promoting
comedy “Obvious Child,” barely grossed $2 million in
its first month.
But there’s a more dramatic
contrast. Film critics are
supposed to judge art, but their
liberal politics are smeared all
over their reviews. Metacritic.
com collects and analyzes
movie reviews. “Obvious Child”
drew a high Metacritic.com
score of 75 (out of 100). For
D’Souza’s America, it was a
ridiculously low score of 14.
Then take the highestgrossing documentary in our history, Michael Moore’s
2004 hatchet job “Fahrenheit 911.” Editor & Publisher
magazine reported nine of ten newspaper movie critics
recommended the film.
The Washington Post gushed over Moore’s
prankumentary. “Its trajectory is guided with pinpoint
accuracy,” wrote Desson Thomson, and it “obviously
skews facts to its own advantage, but that’s what the
game is all about. What counts is the emotional power
of Moore’s persuasion.”
“Fahrenheit” was loaded with bizarre and unproven
charges against Bush, most offensively suggesting
the Bush family and Osama bin Laden’s family were
in cahoots over 9-11. Moore concluded the film with a
conspiracy theory: “In principle, the war effort is always
planned to keep society on the brink of starvation.
The war is waged by the ruling group against its own
subjects.” All of that was just fine.
But when it came to the new D’Souza film, the
same newspaper’s Mark Jenkins suddenly found
perceived fact-skewing and one-sidedness to be just
awful. “‘America is less successful as a debate, since it
isn’t one. D’Souza controls the conversation, and thus

goes unchallenged when he tries to make real-world
points with make-believe scenarios.”
Then there’s The New York Times. In 2004, Dana
Stevens wrote that while the facts of “Fahrenheit 911”
could be debated, ”it should first of all be appreciated
as a high-spirited and unruly exercise in democratic
self-expression.” As for D’Souza’s self-expression? The
Times critics have yet to bother reviewing the movie.
The movie’s only questionable note is the egocentric turn
at the end as D’Souza shows
himself in handcuffs and notes
his own prosecution for making
$20,000 in straw donations in
a U.S. Senate race in New York.
D’Souza has a point about selective prosecution under Obama,
but it loses its punch when the
accuser has admitted his guilt.
But overall, D’Souza’s
approach is far more serious
and substantive than Michael Moore’s conspiratorial
claptrap. Moore’s idea of a “debate” was mocking
Bush’s golf game and reading “My Pet Goat” to
schoolchildren when the news of 9-11 arrived, or
showing Paul Wolfowitz as he combed down his hair
with his own spit. D’Souza deals respectfully, even
gently with radical leftists from Noam Chomsky to Ward
Churchill to Michael Eric Dyson. Churchill, for example,
thinks a nuclear strike on America might be justified.
D’Souza underlines their argument: “Today that
notion of the essential goodness of America is under
attack, replaced by another story in which theft and
plunder are seen as the defining features of American
history.” D’Souza argues that the “conquest ethic” is
the global norm, and that America is unique in trying to
depart from it for higher ideals. He includes a rousing
clip at the end with Irish rock star Bono, who hails the
United States as “a great idea.”
For those who’ve felt the leftist American-greedand-imperialism narrative shoved down their throats,
this movie is a welcome rebuttal. The fact that liberal
film critics can’t stand watching it makes it only more
attractive.
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MRC in the News

MRC • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • CULTURE & MEDIA INSTITUTE • BUSINESS AND MEDIA INSTITUTE

The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on
stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They
provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books
and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major
media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
CBN: CBN Nightly News, July 7
CNN: Reliable Sources, July 11
EWTN: News Nightly, June 25
FBN:

Best of Imus in the Morning, June 29
Varney & Co., June 30, July 9

FNC:

Cashin’ In, June 28
Fox & Friends First, June 27
Happening Now, June 30
The Kelly File, June 19, 26, July 10,
The O’Reilly Factor, June 25
Your World w/Neil Cavuto, June 24, July 8
MSNBC: The Daily Rundown w/Chuck Todd, July 7
NewsmaxTV: Steve Malzberg Show, June 24, July 11
One America News Network: Daily Ledger, July 3,10
Sportsman’s Channel, NRA News: Cam & Co., July 1
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio
American Family Radio, July 1
BattleLine with Alan Nathan, July 11
Bob Dutko Show, July 11
Larry Elder Show, July 2
Mark Levin Show, June 24, July 12
Michigan’s Morning News, July 2
Rush Limbaugh Show, June 5, 12, 16, 17, 19, 20,
25, 26, 29, 30, July 2, 3, 8, 9, 10
Steve Malzberg Show, June 24
Washington Times Radio, July 2
KCMN, Colorado Springs, CO, July 9, 11
KERV, Kerrville, TX, July 2, 9
KFAX, San Francisco, CA July 9
KIDO, Boise, ID, July 11
KMED, Medford, OR, July 3
KNTH, Houston, TX, July 1, 8, 10
KPRZ, San Diego, CA, June 25, July 9
KTRS, St. Louis, MO, July 2
KWEL, Midland, TX, June 30, July 7
WENY, Corning, NY, July 2, 9
WESR, Eastville, VA, July 8
WIBA, Madison, WI, July 9
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, June 23, July 7
WNJC, Deptford, NJ, July 11
WNRR, Indianapolis, IN, June 30, July 9
WPTF, Raleign, NC, July 3
WQSC, Charleston, SC, July 9
WROK, Aurora, IL, June 30, July 7
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, July 2, 11
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Fox’s Sean Hannity discusses a story by MRCTV
blogger Barbara Boland that IRS Commissioner
John Koskinen donated more than $85,000 to
the Obama campaign and the Democratic Party.

Print
Ames Tribune, June 25
Augusta Chronicle, July 1
Houston Chronicle, June 12
National Review, June 27
Peoria Journal Star, June 20
Tampa Tribune, July 3
The Hill, June 17
The Prairie Star, July 1
Wall Street Journal, June 16
Washington Times, July 1, 10
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On Fox’s Varney & Co., MRC Vice President
Dan Gainor explains how the BBC is training its
reporters to ignore global warming skeptics,
and how the liberal media smear them as
climate change deniers.”

Internet & Twitter
American Prospect, July 3
American Spectator, June 13
American Thinker, July 1, 9
Atlanta Journal-Constitution blog, July 7
Charisma News, July 7
Christian Institute, July 3
Conservative HQ, July 3
Daily Caller, June 18
Drudge Report, June, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25
26, 27, 30, July 2, 3, 8, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20
Examiner.com, July 10
Fox News.com, June 24, 26, July 9
GOPUSA, June 12
Heritage.org, July 5
Huffington Post, June 28
Leader and Times, June 20
Legal Insurrection, July 2
LifeNews.com, July 2, 11
Mediaite, July 7
Mother Jones, June 12
National Review Online, July 2
Newsmax, June 27, July 2
OneNewsNow, July 2
Patriot Post, June 2, 27, July 9
PJ Media, June 30
Politico, June 22
Prarie Star, July 2
Right Side News, June 19
Sunshine State News, June 9, July 9
The Blaze.com, July 11
The Guardian, June 25
The Hill, June 16
Townhall.com, June 24, July 1, 3, 4, 8, 11
Voice of Russia, June 21
Washington Examiner, June 16, 23, July 3,
6, 7
Washington Free Beacon, July 7
White House Dossier, July 12

~ PARTIAL LISTING

On June 30, Fox TV quoted CNSNews.com in a
promotion for the popular thriller series “24.”

Brent Bozell, on Fox’s Kelly File, details MRC data
that during 198 hours of news programming,
ABC, CBS, and NBC gave the VA scandal only
17 minutes, 48 seconds of coverage and the IRS
scandal only 20 minutes of coverage.

Special Report with Bret Baier cited MRC VP Dan
Gainor on a new poll showing that only 1.6%
of the population identifies as gay or lesbian,
but another study reported media coverage has
convinced Americans the actual number is more
than 10 times that.

Liberal Media Bias Impedes Democracy!
Thomas Jefferson said, “Whenever the people are well-informed,
they can be trusted with their own government.”
Only MRC is a short video about the Media Research Center.
• Only the MRC exposes liberal media bias.
• Only the MRC neutralizes the impact the liberal media have in the policy debates.
• Only the MRC has the expertise and credibility to inform the American people.
This information video about the Media Research Center is excellent for sharing with
your Rotary, Kiwanis, Knights of Columbus, Women’s Club or other gathering. To
obtain a free copy of this DVD please contact MRC Development Associate Marissa
Caligiuri by email at mcaligiuri@mrc.org or by phone at (571) 267-3452.
She will send you a copy today.
In this exciting and candid
one-on-one interview with
L. Brent Bozell III, you
will hear details about
each division of the Media
Research Center and learn
how the MRC is unlike any
other operation in the
world. Only the MRC has the
resources and the power to
neutralize the liberal media.
Help us spread the word.
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